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1. INTRODUCTION

~
~1.1 ~Ob'ective

The objective of the present letter report is to summarize the results to
date of reviewing the unavailability analyses of the following electric power
systems of the DCPRA:1

~ Nonvital Electric Power System
~ Vital 125V DC System

~ Vital AC System

~ Unit 2 Vital AC and DC Systems
~ Instrument AC System

The observations obtained by reviewing the unavailability analyses of the
Diesel Generators and the Diesel Fuel Transfer System of the DCPRA were
described in two previous letter reports.

'his

report reflects BNL's current understanding of the subject
systems~'8 and as such must be considered interim results. Final results will
be provided in the NUREG/CR to be issued at the end of the project. That will
reflect, at that time, any additional supporting input submitted by PG&E as
well as any direct feedback on these preliminary findings.

1.2 Or anization of the Re ort

Section 2 provides condensed descriptions about the configurations and
functions of the above electric power systems. It also describes the
dependency of these systems on support equipment, the surveillance and
maintenance conditions, the unavailability modelling in the DCPRA, and the
original PRA results. The purpose of this approach is to present the reader
stand alone documentation to which the review's findings can be directly
compared. Section 3 contains the results of the BNL review and presents the
current preliminary findings.
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2. UNAVAILABILITYMODELLING OF ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

'

2.1 General

The electric power systems are analyzed in the DCPRA as a series of top
events in the support system event trees.

The electric systems and the associated top events are as follows:

Electric System Top Event Designator

Nonvital Electric Power System
Vital 125V DC System
Vital AC Power System, Unit 1
Vital AC and DC Power, Unit 2
Instrument AC Power System

OG, NV
DF, DG, DH

AF, AG, AH, SF, SG, SH
BF, BG, BH
Il, I2, I3, I4

The subsequent sections provide the condensed descriptions of the
electrical system analyses. Figure 2.1 shows an overall schematic of the
electrical distribution for Unit 1. The definitions and success criteria of
the associated top events are detailed in Tables 2.1a through 2.1f.

2.2 Nonvital E1ectric Power S stem

2.2.1 Function Confi uration 0 eration

The functions of this "nonvital." electric power system are:

~ To provide power to the plant's vital (4.16kV) and nonvital (12kV and
4.16kV) buses during normal operation.

~ To provide power to the plant's 4.16kV and 12kV buses during startup,
plant trips, or situations when the plant is not able to shed loads
down to house levels.

~ To transfer power generated at Diablo Canyon to PGSE's distribution
system.
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The first function is provided by the plant main generator. Under normal
.operating conditions the main generator supplies power to the 4.16kV vital
buses and to the nonvital 12kV and 4.16kV buses (see Figure 2.1 and in more
detail Figure 2.2). Power is generated at 25kV and auxiliary transformer 11

drops this voltage down to the 12kV level to power nonvital 12kV buses D and
E. Auxiliary transformer 12 drops the 25kV down to the 4.16kV level to power
the 4.16kV vital F, G, H, and nonvital E, D buses.

The second function is satisfied by t'e 230kV system (switchyard). Under
plant conditions when the main generator cannot supply house loads (see
above), the 230kV switchyard provides power to the 12kV and 4.16kV buses.
Startup transformer 11 (SU11) delivers power to the 12kV SU (startup) bus.
This bus supplies power to the nonvital 12kV E, D buses and to startup
transformer 12 (SU12). Startup transformer 12 has two secondary sides: one
side supplies 4.16kV to the vital F, G, H, and the nonvital D buses and the
other side supplies also 4.16kV to the nonvital E bus. The breaker OCB 212 is
normally closed (one can identify it in Figure 2.2). It connects the 230kV
switchyard to the plant via the startup transformers. Thus, the secondary
side of SU12 is energized at all times down to the 4kV level. Breakers
52HF14, 52HG14 and 52HH14 keep the vital F, G and H buses (Figure 2.2)
separated from the standby power source. Given' loss of offsite power event
or a large drop in the load, the plant is designed to run back to house loads
(about 50 MW) and not trip.

The third function is satisfied by the 500kV system. This system
(switchyard) may also be used as a backup for the second function. To align
the system for backup, however, requires long lasting (several hours) operator
action, therefore it was not quantified in the event tree analysis. (It was
mentioned that it might be included among the recovery actions of offsite
power.)
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2.2.2 Unavailabilit Modellin (Nonvital Electric Power System)

For the unavailability analysis the nonvital electric power system was

considered to be composed of two subsystems: the standby offsite power to the

4kV vital buses (F, G and H) and the nonvital 12kV buses (D and E). The

associated top events are: OG and NV. Top event OG questions the

availability of power from the offsite grid (230kV switchyard) to the 4.16kV

vital buses after an initiating event. Top event NV questions the

availability of the nonvital 12kV buses after a plant initiating event. The

success criteria of these top events are described=in Table 2.1a. Technical

Specification and FSAR4 requirements with respect to the operability of the

subsystems are also indicated. The reliability block diagrams of top events

OG and NV are shown in Figure 2.3. The diagram is constructed from blocks
(supercomponents) whose boundaries are indicated in Figure 2.2 ~

The reliability block diagrams (Figure 2.3) show the dependencies on

other electrical systems: 230kV offsite power and dc power (dc train 12

supplies power to the controls of 12kV bus D and dc train 13 supplies the
controls of bus E). Each of the plant switchyards (500kV and 230kV) has its
own battery (and battery chargers) providing motive power for its respective
circuit breakers. It is claimed that given a loss of offsite power, the

charge on these batteries will last longer than the station batteries due to
the small loads. The 4.16kV buses E and D supply power to the 500kV and 230kV

switchyard battery chargers and air compressors, respectively. The auxiliary
power for the SU transformers is taken from the 4.16kV bus E. Both sets of
auxiliary and startup transformers require 480V power to operate cooling fans
and cooling oil pumps. Buses 11D and 11E provide this power.

Upon loss of auxiliary power the 12kV buses automatically transfer to the
startup bus and all five 4.16kV buses automatically transfer from auxiliary
transformer 12 to startup transformer 12. Upon an SI signal the vital buses
transfer immediately, the nonvital ones after the main unit trip.
Simultaneously a signal opens the auxiliary feeder breakers and closes the
startup feeder breakers.
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~ ~2,.2.3. uantification of To Event S lit Fractions (Nonvital Electric Power
'

System)

The definitions of the boundary condition split fractions associated with
top events OG and NV are listed in Table 2.2a. The quantification of OG top

events involved the following assumptions:

~ Vhen the plant trips and the 500kV circuit breakers 532 and 632 do not
open, the nonvital 12kV and 4.16kV buses will not transfer over to the

startup power; i.e., feeders from the auxiliary transformers 11 and 12

need not open to keep the 500kV and the 230kV systems separated.
~ Loss of offsite power initiator includes failure events to accomplish

load rejection to house loads.
~ No credit for backfeed from 500kV.

~ Circuit breaker 212 may be bypassed for maintenance (by using air
switches 213 and 215).

The quantification of top event NV involved the assumption that
maintenance of auxiliary feeder breakers does not contribute to the

unavailability since given an initiating event, the buses would be realigned
to the backup startup power supply.

For both top events it was assumed that breaker maintenance is performed

in less than one hour, because usually they replace the existing breaker with
an operable spare. Breaker overhauls are performed at every five or six
years. Transformer maintenance is performed about once per year for about

eight hours. This is done while the plant is at power. Other preventative
maintenance activities are done during plant shutdown.

Table 2.3a presents the quantified values of the split fractions (entries
denoted by PGGE). To provide complete information, besides the total value of
a split fraction (TTL) the table also indicates the main contributors, such as

unavailabilities due to hardware failures (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS),
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and human error (HE). The table also provides the constituent parts of the
hardware unavailability: the independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD, i.e.,
common cause) failures.

Notice, there is no contribution due to test and human error. Technical
Specifications require only system operability checks once every seven days by
veri'fying correct breaker alignment and power availability.

The seismic analysis included only the 230kV offsite grid fragility. All
the other components were assumed to have higher capacities and therefore the
offsite grid was considered to be the limiting case. It is mentioned that the
switchyard/plant isolation breakers 542 and 632, which are Westinghouse
sulfur-hexafluoride breakers will be replaced by seismically much better
qualified GE/Hitachi dead-tank SF6 breakers by the end of 1987.

2.3 Vital 125V DC S stem

2.3.1 Function Confi uration 0 eration

The vital 125V dc system provides power to controls, protection circuitry
(equipment) and instrumentation and annunciators throughout the plant. The
system is configured from three 125V dc subsystems: 125V dc train 11, 125V dc
train 12, and 125V dc train 13 (see Figure 2.1). Each subsystem consists of a
60 cell 125V battery, a 125V distri4ution switchgear assembly, and a battery
charger. The battery chargers are located in the dc switchgear room (see also
Figures 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and 2.4.3 for details). The switchgear assemblies each
include a completely enclosed 125V dc bus, circuit breakers, fuses, metering
equipment, and two distribution panels. One of the panels supplies the vital
loads and the other supplies the nonvital loads; they are physically separated
on the left and right sides of the switchgear. Breakers on the panels may be
used to disconnect all non-Class 1E loads from the batteries.

A total of five battery chargers are supplied; three chargers serve two
of the 125V dc buses (ll and 12) and two chargers serve dc bus 13. Under
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'ormal operation, each bus is powered by one battery charger and the battery
cLiarger provides the dc power for the plant. Buses 11 and 12 share a single
backup battery charger in case either primary charger should become

unavailable. A second battery charger is a backup charger for bus 13.
Technical specifications require that chargers 11, 12, and 13 be the normally
aligned chargers. 480V vital buses power the battery charges (charger 11 from
bus 1F, charger 12 from 1G, charger 121 from bus 1H, charger 131 from bus 1F,
charger 132 from bus 1H). Each of the chargers is connected to a dc bus
through a thermal-magnetic breaker located in the dc switchgear. Manual
transfer is required to align the backup battery charger.

Distribution panels 11 and 12 are connected to their respective buses by
drawout (manually operated air) breakers. Panel 13 is hardwired to its bus.
The batteries are sized to provide sufficient power to operate the dc loads
for the time necessary to safe shutdown should a 480V ac source to one or more
battery chargers be unavailable. Batteries have a minimum two hour capacity.
Should a failure occur on any 125V dc circuit on panel 11 or 12, the breaker
to this circuit would trip to isolate the failure. If the circuit breaker
failed the drawout breaker would trip to isolate the whole panel from the
battery (i.e., would cause the loss of all the loads). For panel 13 there is
no drawout breaker. The isolation of this panel would have to occur through a
3000A fuse. Natural ventilation is sufficient for the battery rooms to
maintain safe levels of hydrogen gas generated during charging.

The most, important loads on the 125V dc system are: the inverters, the
4kV feeder breaker controls, the diesel generator controls, control room main
annunciator system and the 480V motor control center relay boards. Detailed
lists of loads are given in Figures 2.4.1 through 2.4.3.

2.3.2 Unavailabilit Modellin Vital 125V DC S stem

For unavailability modelling, the vital 125V dc system was considered as
a three train system: after an initiating event the unavailability of one,
two and three trains were determined. Three top events are associated with
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'he model: DF, DG and DH, where the first letter identifies the dc power and
the second the vital ac bus to which it supplies control power. These top
events question the availability of vi.tal 125V dc power on dc buses (and
distribution panels) 11, 12 and 13, respectively. The success criteria for
these top events are described in Table 2.lb. Technical Specification and
FSAR requirements with respect to the operability of the system are also
indi'cated. A representative reliability block diagram for the top events DF,
DG and DH is shown in Figure 2.5. The diagram is constructed from blocks
(supercomponents) whose boundaries are indicated in Figures 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and
2.4.3, respectively. Notice, top events DG and DH contain similar components
to the blocks for top event DF; however, for top event DH, there are
differences in blocks 1 and 3. Block DH-1 does not contain the circuit
breaker that blocks DF-1 and DG-1 have, and block DH-3 .has one more fuse than
blocks DF-3 and DG-3. The reliability block diagram shows that the model is
conservative because the failure of a battery charger does not immediately
fail the system. (In some PRAs the battery charger and battery are treated as
parallel components, but it is not always true that a battery charger's
capability is sufficient to function adequately without its associated
battery.)

The reliability block diagram (Figure 2.5) also shows the dependency on
other electrical systems: the vital 480V buses. There is no common cause
failure mode modelled between the three dc trains (except seismic and
ventilation; ventilation is needed-to supply cooling to the 125V dc switchgear
rooms which also house the battery charger, but ventilation is powered by the
480V buses).

2.3.3 uantification of To Event S lit Fractions Vital 125V DC S stem

Technical Specifications restrictions, that one train may be unavailable
due to maintenance at any one time, introduce certain dependencies between the
trains and this renders the split fractions conditional on the success or
failure of the preceding dc train in the event tree. A single train
unavailability will be the sum of the hardware unavailability (HW) and the
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maintenance (MN) unavailability. Since there are no scheduled tests performed
r'esulting in an unavailable dc train, there is no test contribution to the
unavailability.

The definitions of the boundary conditions and the associated conditional
top event split fractions are listed in Table 2.2b. The quantification of the
top 'event split fractions involved the following assumptions:

~ Redundant battery chargers and associated breakers are given credit
only during charger/breaker performance test and charger/ breaker
maintenances.

~ Panel feeder breaker (dc trains 11 and 12) maintenance is included in
the maintenance of the panel itself.

~ Vital 480V ac buses 1F, 1G, 1H are available.
~ During switching of ac power to the battery chargers, the batteries

supply power to the loads.
~ All scheduled maintenance and testing is performed in a way that does

not disable the system during power operation.

Table 2.3b presents the quantified values of the conditional split
fractions; CSF. To provide complete information the table also indicates the
total value of a split fraction (TTL) and other contributors. The dominant
contributors to the hardware failure are battery failure on demand and battery
charger failure during operation.

In terms of seismic failures, the batteries, buses and breaker panels are
modelled. (Seismic failures of the battery charger are modelled with the
vital ac syst: em.) The auxiliary building is modelled with the dc system,
because failure of the dc system impacts all the important support and
frontline systems.
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' 2.4 Vital AC S stem - Unit 1

2.4.1 Function Confi uration 0 eration

The function of the vital ac system is to provide power to safety related
equipment under all foreseeable conditions.

The DCPRA considered this system as composed of six subsystems: Three of
the subsystems are the 4.16kV (F, G, H) and 480V (1F, 1G, 1H) vital ac buses
and the associated hardware at Unit 1, the other three are the standby startup
feeder breakers to these buses (see Figures 2.1 and 2.7.1).

During normal operation the 4.16kV system is powered through aux'iliary
transformer 12. The standby power source is the 230kV system via the startup
transformers SU11 and SU12 and the 12kV startup (SU) bus. The 480V vital
buses 1F, 1G, and 1H are fed from the 4.16kV vital buses F, G, H,
respectively, through 4160/480V transformers. The control power to the 4.16kV
breakers is provided by the 125V dc system (manual transfer is also possible):

DC panel 11 to 4.16kV bus F

DC panel 12 to 4.16kV bus G

DC panel 13 to 4.16kV bus H

In the case of an auxiliary feeder breaker trip the 4 '6kV buses
automatically transfer to the standby sources. Transfer is also initiated by
various plant conditions listed in Table 2.4. This table shows the transfers
and the diesel states as a function of plant conditions. The transfer usually
occurs after a short delay (.8 sec) to allow for voltage decay. Usually only
low voltage loads operated by magnetic controllers (such as containment fan
coolers) are tripped and restarted. In the case when there is an SI signal or
in other conditions the transfer is immediate, the "loads do not strip" (see
these notes also in the table) and the diesels start. If there is a LOSP,
direct transfer to the diesel occurs. If in 10 sec 'after a transfer to the

" startup transformer undervoltage was detected on the vital buses, a 2/2 relay
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1

'ogic (relays 27HFB3 and 24HFB4) would start the diesel and load stmiigpiiag
Could occur in 20 seconds.

In order that a transfer could occur, certain permissives lava@ eu bxe

satisfied.

For transfers without and with an SI signal:
Presence of the initiating signal.

2. No undervoltage on the startup transformer.
3. No electrical fault on the bus.
4.

5.

Startup and diesel feeder breaker tripped.
Transfer to diesel not in progress.

6. Auto transfer switch cut in main control room.

For transfer to the diesel:
1. Vital bus undervoltage.
2. No electrical fault on the bus.
3. Diesel is up to rated voltage.

Table 2.4 also lists the most important loads on the 4.16kV ~ream. XID8

. loads on the vital 480V buses are: primary makeup water pumps, lli@e3aE„
battery chargers and inverters, diesel generator auxiliary loads,. vemaiilaztSanm

fans and containment fan coolers.

The 4.16kV switchgear is located indoors and requires ventQmiina';, tom

breakers are in individual cubicles cooled by fans powered from tree assaxrzmaxd:

480V bus. The 480V ac and 125V dc vital switchgear compartments (l'see: FHgpara.

2.6b) are supplied cooling air by two trains of supply and exhaust fans'., Xte.

power supplies to these trains are 480V buses 1F and 1H. Each rrnnn hm: mx

inlet and outlet duct with a fuseable link fire damper. The inaclVmraenc:

closing of the fire dampers was included in the unavailability DDldW a8: tSe:

vital ac system.
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'he failures of the vital ac system represent potential for emma.

initiation: loss of a 4.16kV train could result in loss of componmtr. ccmLmg:

water or auxiliary saltwater. Loss of 480V could cause a loss of ar&cRgIamr

ventilation (later a loss of inverters, instrument buses) and triggw a, plhnuc

trip.

2.4.2 Unavailabi1it Model1in (Vital AC System - Unit 1)

The Unit 1 vital ac electric system unavailability model is rcgnasinzeaB

by six top events corresponding to the six electric subsystems. mesa'. xm"
AF, AG, AH, and SF, SG, SH. In the electrical support system event erne amp

events AF, AG, and AH question the availability of vital ac power m' i)8%V

buses F, G, H and 480V buses 1F, 1G, 1H, respectively. Top events SF;. SE,. BB

question the closure of circuit breakers 52HF14, 52HG14, 52HH14 su~ilyi~ng,

4.16kV buses F, G, H, respectively, from the startup transformer foli3Javfizg a

plant trip. The success criteria for these top events are describedi mini Xdii3e

2.1c. Technical Specification and FSAR requirements with respect toi tHe.

operability of the system are also indicated. The reliability bloat dUiargrmm:

of both types of top events, AF and SF are shown in Figure 2.6. Tke dKzgnains

are constructed from blocks (supercomponents) whose boundaries are iizm9zaiuxB

in Figures 2.7.1 and 2.7.2. The reliability diagrams also show the. dhgmxihmcy

on dc power. If any dc train is unavailable, the corresponding ac emiiin Kx

also assumed to be unavailable.

2.4.3 uantification of To Event S lit Fractions (Vital AC System - Uh@t 3)

The quantification of the top events associated with the vita] aa. ~em
involved the following assumptions:

~ The 4.16kV switchgear room does not require ventilation.
~ The two trains of fans for the 480V switchgear rooms would roe Bei cma

for maintenance at the same time.
~ Detection of power loss on the 4.16kV/480V buses would be imeWm~e

(not by the weekly surveillance check).
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' Maintenance of 4.16kV breakers would only take one hour (replacement of
a spare breaker).

~ Breakers, buses, transformers for ac trains require infrequent
maintenance.

Common cause failure was assumed between breakers to open (auxiliary
feeder breakers) and to close (startup feeder breakers) on demand. These

common cause failures were assumed to be recoverable (even for three trains)
for all accidents except for large and medium LOCAs, because of the
insufficient time available. Recovery would consist of operator action to
manually operate the feeder breakers in the 4.16kV switchgear rooms.

Due to the common cause failure (and recovery) as well as Technical
Specification dependencies, the split fractions evaluated are conditional on

the success or failure of the preceding top events in the electrical support
system event tree. The dependency on the dc system has also complicated the
quantification of the vital ac systems split fractions. Table 2.2c lists the
definitions of the boundary conditions and the associated conditional top
event split fractions. The quantified values of the conditional split
fractions are listed in Table 2.3c (entries denoted by PG&E).

Notice that the maintenance contribution to the unavailability is small
because the components modelled require infrequent maintenance. There are no

test or human error contributions because relevant tests are done during
shutdown and human errors committed would be detected before resuming
operation.

Seismic unavailability is modelled for the following plant components:
~ Turbine Building Shear Wall
~ 125V DC Battery Chargers
~ 4.16kV/480V Transformers
~ Turbine Building Strut
~ 4.16kV Switchgear (in the case of when the strut failed and when not

failed)
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:
~ 4.16kV Safeguard Relay Panel (for bus transfer in the case when the

strut failed and when not failed)
~ 4.16kV Unit 2 Bus F Potential Transformer (in the case of when strut

failed and when not failed).

2.5 Vital AC DC S stems Unit 2

2.5.1 General

This system is modelled in the DCPRA primarily to determine the
unavailability of the Unit 2 Auxiliary Saltwater System, where a crosstie to
Unit 1 is beneficial. For seismic initiators the crosstie is not modelled.

2.5.2 Functions Confi uration 0 eration

The vital ac/dc system of Unit 2 is modelled in the DCPRA for the case
when offsite power is unavailable. The systems function, during such an

event, is to provide motive and control power to the engineered safety loads
(Auxiliary Saltwater System) of Unit 2. The system was analyzed to determine
the unavailability of the combined 4.16kV ac, 480V ac, and 125V dc power to
these loads.

The system, similarly to the vital ac and dc systems of Unit 1, was

considered to be composed of three -subsystems representing the three vital ac
and dc trains of Unit 2. Correspondingly, there are three top events
associated with the subsystems: BF, BG and BH. These top events describe the
unavailabilities of:

Unit 2, 4.16kV bus F, 480V bus 2F, and 125V dc train 21; Top Event BF.
Unit 2, 4.16kV bus G, 480V bus 2G, and 125V dc train 22; Top Event BG.

Unit 2, 4.16kV bus H, 480V bus 2H, and 125V dc train 23; Top Event BH.

The configurations and operations of the buses and trains are similar to
those of Unit 1 described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
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'.5.3 Unavailabilit Modellin Vital AC DC S stem-Unit 2

Top events BF, BG, and BH are equivalent to the combined top events AF

and DF, AG and DG, AH and DH previously discussed. The reliability block
diagram for top event BF is shown in Figure 2.8. Block diagrams for top
events BG and BH are similar. The diagrams are constructed from blocks
(supercomponents) whose boundaries are indicated in Figures 2.9.1 and 2.9.2.
Block 4 (backup charger 2-21) is treated as being unavailable; thus the block
diagram reduces to five blocks in series. The success criteria of the top
events are described in Table 2.1d. Technical Specifications and FSAR

requirements with respect to the operability of the system are the same as

those given in Table 2.1b and 2.1c for Unit 1 and are therefore not repeated.

2.5.4 uantification of To Event S lit Fractions Vital AC DC S stem-Unit 2

Unit 2 ac/dc train H is slightly different from trains F and G. Train H

has one less breaker but one additional fuse. This difference is not
modelled. It does not affect the results since the two failure frequencies
are of the same order.

The assumptions concerning the failure rates of the components, test and

maintenance conditions, common cause failures and recoveries, operational
conditions, human errors, etc. are the same described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4
for the Unit 1 vital dc and ac systems.

Due to Technical Specification dependencies and common cause failures,
the quantified split fractions are conditional on the success or failure of
the preceding top events in the electrical support system event tree. The

definitions of the boundary conditions and the associated conditional top
event split fractions are shown in Table 2.2d. The quantified values of the
conditional split fractions are given in Table 2.3d (entries denoted by PG&E).

One can see from the data that there are only small maintenance and no

test or human error contributions to the unavailability of top events BF, BG,

DCPRh-08
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and BH. This is a consequence of the assumptions made; the contribution to
t.ge maintenance unavailability is small because the components modelled
require infrequent unscheduled maintenance (during operation) and tests.
Scheduled maintenance and tests that would make the system unavailable are
done during shutdown and it is unlikely that any human error committed would
not be detected before resuming operation.

Seismic unavailability was not explicitly modelled. It was assumed that
seismic failures for similar components are correlated and do not allow
recovery by crosstying buses. Thus, it was decided that seismic
unavailability does not impact the model.

2.6 Instrument AC S ste

2.6.1 Function Confi uration 0 eration

The function of the instrument ac system is to maintain a supply of 120V
ac to the vital instrument loads of the plant unit. The system consists of
four channels: I, II, III, and IV. Channels I, III, and Channels II, IV are
somewhat different: for Channels I and III, each involves two inverters and
two distribution panels;, while for Channels II and IV, each represents only
one inverter and one distribution panel. There are three power sources for
the inverters:

~ 480V vital bus,
~ 480V vital bus via a battery charger, and
~ 125V dc battery.

The inverters feed the 120V ac panels. In addition, there is a standby
transformer/regulator set (transformer) that may substitute for one of the
inverters (when the inverter is in unscheduled maintenance). For
clarification, more details are given in the following system description
table (see also Figure 2.1):
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Channel Panel

Instrument AC System Description

Su ort S stems
Panel For Inverters For X-r

Power Sources 480V AC 125V DC 480V AC

IV

PY-11
PY-lla
PY-12
PY-13
PY-13a
PY-14

Inv.ll, X-r
Inv.11a+, X-r
Inv.12, X-r
Inv.13, X-r
Inv.13a*, X-r
Inv.14, X-r

1F
1F
1G
1H
1H
1H

11
11
12
13
13
12

1G
1G
1G
1G
1G
1G

*Inverters 11a and 13a are not safety related (only supplemental) equipment;
they are required for modelled systems in the plant model, e.g., the 10% steam
dump valves.

Adequate cooling to the inverters is maintained by the 480V switchgear
ventilation (the non-reviewed Top Event SV questions its availability). One

has to keep in mind that the dc trains supply support power to the ac
trains'herefore,after a plant trip if a dc train is unavailable, the associated ac

train will also be unavailable. It is clear from the above table that for
Channels I, II, and III there is such dependency. Channel IV is different
because its dc and ac support systems are independent.

Among the instrument ac system loads the most important are the Nuclear
Steam Supply System (NSSS) instrumentation and the Solid State Protection
System.

For operating the inverters there is no preferred source of power; the
inverter has an input diode, which gates the highest instantaneous voltage
source. The 480V ac and 125V dc feeder breakers are closed. Plant statistics
show that 90% of the load is supplied by the dc source and 10% is supplied by
the ac source. If both sources fail the standby transformer may be used to
supply any one of the power panels. The transformer is fed from vital bus 1G

by the breaker 52-1G-43. If an inverter failed it would take 15 minutes to
realign a panel to the standby transformer (close the feeder breakers).
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Given loss of ac power, the inverter switches to the battery without
delay. After ac is restored (diesel generator) there is a 40 second delay to
switch back to 480V ac to allow voltage to stabilize. Loss of ac power to the
inverters is alarmed in the control room.

No scheduled maintenance is performed on the inverters while at power.
Testing is done during refueling (18 month intervals). The availability of
the instrument ac system is very important for plant safety. Loss of two

instrument ac channels could lead to a plant trip; if this happens while the
plant is above 10% power, the plant will trip because the instruments indicate
that a RCP has failed. In addition, even a loss of one channel could result
in a plant trip, because loss of power to steam flow control instruments (on
the Hagan racks) may cause wrong steam flow control, which could then cause a

plant trip.

2.6.2 Unavailabilit Modellin Instrument AC S stem

Four top events represent the channels of the instrument ac system. They
are: Il, I2, I3, and I4. These top events are in the mechanical and actuation
systems support event tree (not in the electrical support event tree). They
question the availability of 120V instrument ac distribution Channels I, II,
III, and IV, respectively. The success criteria of these top events are
described in Table 2.1e. Technical Specification and FSAR requirements with
respect to the operability of the system are also indicated. The reliability
block diagrams of the top events are shown in Figure 2.10. The diagrams are
constructed from blocks (supercomponents) whose boundaries are marked in
Figures 2.11.1 through 2.11.4 . The reliability diagrams also show the
dependency on the supporting power supplies (notice the difference for top
event I4).

2.6.3 uantification of To Event S lit Fractions Instrument AC S stem

The quantification of the top events associated with the instrument ac
system involved the following main assumptions:
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: ~ Although the inverters have both an ac and a dc power source, the
breakers for these sources are modelled as being both required; this
was done to reduce the number of split fractions and boundary
conditions. The procedure is conservative.

~ There is no common cause failure mode between instrument ac system
channels.

~ Any or all of the instrument channels may be in maintenance and aligned
to the backup transformer. This assumption is considered to be

conservative since the plant is required to shutdown when more then one

panel is not powered from its inverter source.
~ To realign a distribution panel to the backup power supply ( 15

minutes) the channel is considered to be unavailable. No, human error
is assumed in aligning the backup.

The top event boundary conditions were determined on the availabilities
of the support systems to the inverter and the backup transformer. They are
listed in Table 2.2d. Each top event has essentially three boundary
conditions. For Top Event I2, two additional split fractions are required for
seismic events; these are I23 and I24. These conditional split fractions
calculate the conditional probability of failing instrument Channel II, given
failure of instrument Channel I for boundary condition 1 and boundary
condition 2, respectively.

Table 2.3d presents the quantified values of the (non-conditional and
conditional) split fractions (see entries denoted by PG&E), Notice, that
there is no contribution due to common cause failures, test and human errors.
(Technical Specifications require only the verification of the alignment of
the'buses at least once every seven days.) The maintenance contribution
appears because of the time period required to align the backup transformer
for unscheduled maintenance of an inverter.

For seismic initiators, only the inverters, process control and

protection racks, and pressure delta-p transmitters were modelled. The
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remaining components have median fragilities greater than log and therefore

vere not modelled.
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Figure 2.3. Reliability block diagrams for nonvital electric
power system top events OG and NG.
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Figure 2.4.3. Vital 125V dc power system, marked areas represent supercomponentsfor top event DH.
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Figure 2.11.2. Instrument ac system, marked areas represent superoomponent for top events I1, I2, 13, and I4,
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Figure 2.11.2. Instrument ac system, marked areas represent supercomponent for top events Ii, I2, 13, and 14.
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Figure 2.11.3. Instrument ac system, marked area represents a supercomponent for top event I3.
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:
Table 2.1a

Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria
Electrical Power Systems
Nonvital Electric System

Top Event
Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria

OG Nonvital ac power from 230kV
switchyard.

Power is maintained from the
230kV switchyard down to the
4.16kV vital buses F, G, H for 24
hours following an initiating
event.

Nonvital ac power from 12kV
buses,

One of two 12kV buses (D, E)
transfers to standby offsite
power source and remain energized
for 24 hours following

an'nitiatingevent.

FSAR Success Criteria:
Explicitly are not specified, however one can infer the following:

1. If the unit trips, the unit must switch to the 230kV system via
the'tartuptransformers to maintain power to the plant loads.

2. If the 230kV syst: em is unavailable, the vital 4.16kV buses must be
isolated from both the auxiliary and startup power systems so that the
diesel generators may supply the load.

, Technical S ecificat ons (LCOs):
1. For continuous operation, two independent offsite circuits must be

maintained (one 500kV and one 230kV line).
2. If one offsite circuit is lost it must be restored within 72 hours or

else the unit must shutdown.
3. If one offsite circuit and one" diesel generator is out of service they

must be restored within 12 hours.

DCPRA-08 -39- December 5, 1989
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~ g Table 2.1b
Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria

Electrical Power Systems
Vital 125V DC System

Top Event
Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria

DF 125V DC Power Each dc power train is successfulif it remains de-energized for 24
hours following an initiating
event. If ac power is lost each
battery is required to power each
train for two hours, and provide
power to its respective diesel
generator.

FSAR Success Criteria
Explicitly are not specified, however, one can infer that in the event that
any or all 480V vital buses are lost, the 125V batteries will provide dc
control power necessary to shut, down safely the plant.

Technical S ecifications LCOsIf one battery or charger or both are inoperable, restore within two hours or
be in hot standby within the next six hours or in cold shutdown within the
following 30 hours.
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: Table 2.1c
Top Event Definitions and Success

Criteria'lectrical

Power Systems
Vital AC System - Unit 1

Top Event
Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria

AF, AG, AH Vital AC Buses Each 4.16kV bus is successful if it
isolates from the auxiliary power source
and each 4.16kV and 480V vital train
remains energized for 24 hours,
(Success of this event implies that
given failure of top event OG the
corresponding diesel generator must
start and load to power the equipment
supplied from the vital train. Failure
of this event means that vital ac is not
available even if the startup
transformer and the diesel could supply
ac power.)

SF, SG, SH Startup Feeder Breakers Each standby startup feeder breaker to
each 4.16kV bus is successful if it
energizes the bus and remains energized
for 24 hours. (These top events are
asked if the corresponding top events
AF, AG, AH are successful. Success of
these top events and of OG implies that
vital ac power is available on the
corresponding buses. If OG fails and
these top events are not asked the
corresponding diesels must start and
load to power the equipment from these
buses.)

FSAR Success Criteria:
During a plant trip or loss of offsite power, the system must maintain power
to at least two of three vital 4.16kV buses. Any two of the three vital buses
are adequate to serve at least the minimum required ESF loads of a unit.

Technical S ecifications LCOs
~ With one 4.16kV and/or associated 480V vital buses not energized, must re-

energize within eight hours or be in hot standby within the next six hours
and cold shutdown within the following 30 hours.

~ Loss of diesel generator 13 which supplies vital bus F of both units would
require both units to shutdown if not restored within 72 hours.

~ If one diesel or one offsite circuit is unavailable the other two power
trains must be verified within one hour and the unavailable source restored
within 72 hours.
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Table 2.1d

Top Event Definition and Success Criteria
Electrical Power Systems

Vital AC/DC System - Unit'

Top Event
Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria
BF, BG, BH Vital AC/DC Electric Power

Subsystems of Unit 2
4.16kV bus (F,G,H) at Unit 2,
480V bus (2F,2G,2H) and 125V dc
panel (21,22,23) respectively,
must remain available for 24
hours. (The success of top event
BF implies that if offsite power
is not available, swing diesel 13
aligns to Unit 2, power is
available at the associated
buses.)
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: Table 2.1e
Top Event Definition and Success Criteria

'lectricalPower Systems
Instrument AC System

Top Event
Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria

Il
I2
I3
I4

Instrument AC Channels Each channel is successful if
120V ac power to the loads on the
instrument ac distribution panels
(panels PY-11, PY-lla for Channel
I, panel PY-12 for Channel II,
panels PY-13, PY-13a for ChannelIII, and panel PY-14 for Channel
IV) is maintained for 24 hours.

SAR Success Criteria: Similar to that applied in the modelling.

Technical S ecifications LCOs : With one vital instrument ac bus not
energized by its associated inverter or with one inverter not connected to its
associated dc bus, re-energize the vital instrument bus from another sourcew'ithin two hours or be in hot standby within six hours and cold shutdown
within 30 hours; re-energize the vital instrument ac bus from its associated
dc bus within 24 hours or be in hot standby within the next six hours and in
cold shutdown within the following 30 hours.
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: Table 2.2a
Boundary Condition and Split Fraction Identificati.'ons for

Top Events OG and NV
Nonvital Electric Power System

Top Event

OG

Split Fraction ID

OG1
OGF

NV1
NV2

Definition

Given offside grid success.
Given offside grid failure

(guaranteed failure).

Given all support available.
OG succeeded, dc 12 or dc 13
failed.

OG failed, dc 12 and dc 13
failed (guaranteed failure).

Table 2.2b
Boundary Condition and Split Fraction Identifications

for Top Events DF, DG, and DH
Vital 125V DC System

Top Event Split Fraction ID Definition

DF DF1 Vital 480V bus 1F available.

DG DG1
DG2
DGF

Vital 480V bus 1G available, DF succeeded.
Vital 480V bus 1G available, DF failed.
Guaranteed failure.

DH DH1

DH2

DH3

DH4

Vital 480V bus 1H available,
DG succeeded.
Vital 480V bus 1H available,
DG failed.
Vital 480V bus 1H available,
succeeded.
Vital 480V bus 1H available,
failed.

DF succeeded,

DF succeeded,

DF failed, DG

DF failed, DG
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Table 2.2c
Boundary Conditions and Conditional Split Fraction Identification

for Top Events AF, AG, AH, and SF, SG, SH
Vital AC System - Unit 1

Top Split Fraction
Event Identification Definition

AF AF1

AFA

AFF

All support available, with recovery from common
cause breaker failure.
All support available with no recovery from common
cause breaker failure.
Guaranteed failure.

In the following the notations: DF-S, DF-F, and DG-
S, DG-F, represent the success (S) and failure (F) of
dc trains 11 and 12, respectively. The notation AF-
S, AF-F, AG-S, and AG-F represent the same for ac
trains F and G, respectively.

AG AG1
AG2
AG3
AGA
AGB
AGC
AGF

DF-S, AF-S, with recovery.
DF-S, AF-F, with recovery.
DF-F, with recovery.
DF-S, AF-S, no recovery.
DF-S, AF-F, no recovery.
DF-F, no recovery.
Guaranteed failure.

AH1
AH2

AH3
AH4
AH5
AH6
AHA
AHB

AHC
AHD
AHE
AHG
AHF

DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-S, with recovery.
DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-F, or DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-S,
with recovery.
DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-F, with recovery.
DF-S, DG-F, AF-S or DF-F, DG-S, AG-S, with recovery.
DF-S, DG-F, AF-F or DF-F, DG-S, AG-F, with recovery.
DF-F, DG-F, with recovery.
DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-S, no recovery,
DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-F or DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-S, no
recovery.
DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-F, no recovery.
DF-S, DG-F, AF-S or DF-F, AG-S, AG-S, no recovery.
DF-S, DG-F, AF-F or DF-F, DG-S, AG-F, no recovery.
DF-F, DG-F, no recovery.
Guaranteed failure.

SF SF1
SPA

All support available with recovery.
All support available, no recovery.
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'able 2.2c (Continued)

Top Split Fraction
Event Identification Definition

Xn. the following the notation B stands for "bypassed"
state.

SG SG1
SG2
SG3
SGA
SGB
SGC

SF-S,
SF-F,
SF-B,
SF-S I
SF-F,
SF-B,

with recovery.
with recovery.
with recovery.
no recovery.
no recovery.
no recovery.

SH SH1
SH2
SH3
SH4
SH5
SH6
SHA
SHB
SHC
SHD
SHE
SHG

SF-S,
SF-S,
SF-F,
SF-S,
SF-F,
SF-D,
SF-S,
SF-S

1

SF-F,
SF-S I

SF-F,
SF-D,

SG-S, with recovery.
SG-P or SF-P, SG-S, with recovery.
SG-F, with recovery.
SG-D or SP-D, SG-S, with recovery.
SG-D or SF-D, SG-F, with recovery.
SG-D, with recovery.
SG-S, no recovery.
SG-F or SF-F, SG-S, no recovery.
SG-F, no recovery.
SG-D or SF-D, SG-S, no recovery.
SG-B or SF-B, SG-F, no recovery.
SG-B, no recovery.
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: Table 2.2d
Boundary Conditions and Conditional Split Fraction Identification

for Top Events BF, BG, BH
Vital AC/DC System - Unit 2

Top Split Fraction
Event Identification Definition

BF

BG

BH

BF1

BG1
BG

BH1
BH2
BH3

Offsite grid failed, OG-F.

OG-F, ac/dc train F Unit 2 successful, BF-S.
OG-F, ac/dc train F Unit 2 failed, BF-F.

OG-F, BF-S) BG-S.
OG Fy BF S > BG F or OG Fy BF Fy BG S
OG-F, BF-F, BG-F.

Table 2.2e
Boundary Conditions and Split Fraction Identification

for Top Events Il, I2, I3, and I4
Instrument AC System

Top Split Fraction
Event Identification

Il Ill
I12
I1F

Definition

DC11 succeeded AC 1F succeeded or failed and AC 1G
succeeded; DF-S, AF-S, AG-S or DF-S, AF-F, AG-S.
DF-S, AF-S, AG-F or DF-S, AF-F, AG-F.
DF-F, guaranteed failure.

I2 I21
I22
I23
I24
I2F

AG-S.
DG-S,
AG-S,
DG-S,
DG-Fi

AG-F.
Il-F.
AG-F,,I1-F.
guaranteed failure.

I3

I4

I31
I32
I3F

I41
I42
I4F

DH-S, AH-S, AG-S or DH-S, AH-F, AG-S.
DH-S, AH-S, AG-F or DH-S, AH-F, AG-F.
DH-F, guaranteed failure.
DG-S, AH-S, AG-S or DG-S, AH-F, AG-S.
DG-F, AH-S or AG-F, DG-S (AH-S or AH-F).
DG-F, AH-F, guaranteed failure.
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'able 2.3a
Unavailability Values (Split Fractions) for the

Nonvital Electric Power System
Top Events OG and NV

Top
Event Case Cele. TTL HW HWI HWD TS

Comment
MN HE ¹

OG OG1 PG&E 7.629-4 4.813-4
BNL 7.592-4 4.841-4

4.813-4
4.841-4

0.0
0.0

2.816-4
2.751-4

OGF PG&E 1.0
BNL 1.0

NV1 PG&E 1.629-4 1.621-4
BNL 1.623-4 1.616-4

8.471-6
4.561-6

1.537-4
1.570-4

7.645-7
7.688-7

NV2 PG&E 2.455-3 2.285-3
BNL 2.460-3 2.293-3

NV3 PG&E 1.0
BNL. 1.0

2 ~ 131 3
2.136-3

1.537-4
1.570-4

1.705-4
1.677-4
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: Table 2.3b
Unavailability Values (Conditional Split Fractions)

for the Vital 125V DC System

Top
Event Case Gale. CSF TTL HW HWI TS

Comment
MN HE ¹

DF DF1 PG&E 7.056-4 7.050-4
BNL 7.175-4 7.175-4

6.855-4
6.975-4

1.952-5
2.003-5

DG DG1 PG&E 7.051-4 7.050-4
BNL 7.175.-4 7.175-4

6.855-4
6.975-4

1.952-5
2.003-5

DG2 PG&E 7.024-4 7.164-7
BNL 7.170-4 5.144-7

6.892-7
4.865-7

2 ~ 724-8
2.794-8

DH

DGF PG&E 1.0 1.0
BNL 1.0 1.0

DH1 PG&E 7.004-4 7.004-4
BNL 7.129-4 7.129-4

6.808-4
6.929-4

1.952-5
2.003-5

DH2 PG&E 6.977-4 7.131-7
BNL 7.124-4 5.112-7

6.860-7
4.833-7

2.715-8
2.785-8

DH3 PG&E 6.977-4 7.131-7 6.860-7
BNL 7.124-4 5.112-7 4.833-7

DH4 PG&E 6.962-4 1.093-9 1.051-9
BNL 7.119-4 3.662-10 3.371-10

2.715-8
2.785-8

4.181-11
2.911-11
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Table 2.3c

Unavailability Values (Conditional Split Fractions)
for the Vital AC System

Top
Event Case Gale. CSF TTL HW HWI HWD TS

Comment
MN HE ¹

AF AF1 PG&E 6.922-4
BNL 7.002-4

AFA PG&E 7.392-4
BNL 7.453-4

6.922-4 6.569-4
7.002-4 6.645-4

7.392-4 7.039-4
7.453-4 7.096-4

6.568-4
6.644-4

6.568-4
6.644-4

1.003-7
1.036-7

4.713-5
4.524-5

3.526-5
3.568-5

3.526-5
3.568-5

AG AG1 PG&E 6.921-4
BNL 7.001-4

AG2 PG&E 8.371-4
BNL 7.827-4

AG3 PG&E 6.922-4
BNL 7.002-4

6.922-4
7 002 4)as AF1

1.077-6 1.029-6
5.480-7 5.006-7

6.922-4
7 002 4)as AF1

9.720-7
4.414-7

5.699-8
5.923-8

4.805-8
4.742-8

AGA PG&E 7.126-4
BNL 7.195-4

7.392-4
7 453 4)as AFA

AGB

AGC

PG&E 5.179-2
BNL 3.537-2

PG&E 7.392-4
BNL 7.453-4

2.770-5 2.765-5
2.636-5 2.631-5

7.392-4
7 453 4)as AFA

9.720-7
4.414-7

2.668-5
2.587-5

5.128-8
5.064-8

AH1 PG&E 6.921-4
BNL 7.001-4

AH2 PG&E 8.005-4
BNL 7.617-4

AH3 PG&E 4.724-2
BNL 2.771-2

AH4 PG&E 6.921-4
BNL 7.001-4

AH5 PG&E 8.371-4
BNL 7,827-4

AH6 PG&E 6.922-4
BNL 7.002-4

6.922-4
7.002-4 as AF1

1.077-6
5 480 7)as AG2

1.656-8 1.644-8 '.876-9 1.357-8
1.519-8 1.513-8 2.933-10 1.484-8

6.922-4
002 4)as AF1

1.077-6
80 7)as AG2

6.922-4
7 002-4

1.153-10
5.359-11
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Table 2. 3c (Continued)

Top
Event Case Gale. CSF HWE TS

Comment
MN HE

AHA PG&E 6. 921-4
BNL 7.001-4

7.392-4
7 453 4)as AFA

AHB PG&E '.419-2
BNL 2.765-2

AHC PG&E 3.028-1
BNL 2.459-1

AHD PG&E 7.126-4
BNL 7.195-4

AHE PG&E 5.179-2
BNL 3.537-2

2.770-5
2.636-5)as AGB

6.232-6 6.229-6
6.483-6 6.480-6

7.392-4
7'453 4)as AFA

2.770-5
2.636-5)as AGB

2.876-9 6.226-6
2.933-10 6.480-6

2.882-9
2.816-9

AHG PG&E 7.392-4
BNL 7.453-4

7.392-4 )as AFA

SF SF1 PG&E
BNL

SFA PG&E
BNL

1.598-3
1.583-3

1.708-3
1.696-3

1.598-3 1.533-3
1.583-3 1.520-3

1.708-3 1.643-3
1.696-3 1.634-3

1.533-3
1.520-3

1.533-3
1.520-3

2.448-7
2.604-7

1.100-4
1.137-4

6.500-5
6.288-5

6.500-5
6.288-5

SG SG1 PG&E 1.598-3 1.598-3
BNL 1.583-3 1.583-3

SG2 PG&E 1.740-3 6.446-6 6 '57-6 6.115-6 1.420-7
BNL 1.674-3 2.651-6 2.459-6 2.310-6 1.494-7

SG3 PG&E 1.598-3 1.598-3
SF1BNL 1.583-3 1.583-3

SGA PG&E 1.645-3 1.708-3
BNL 1.631-3 1.696-3

1.891-7
1.912-7

SH

SGB PG&E 5.312-2 6.947-5 6.926-5 6.115-6
BNL 3.995-2 6.777-5 6.756-5 2.310-6

SGC PG&E 1.708-3 1.708-3
BNL 1.696-3 1.696-3

SH1 PG&E 1.598-3 1.598-3)
BNL 1.583-3 1.583-3

6.315-5
6.525-5

2.032-7
2.054-7
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Table 2. 3c (Continued)

Top
Event Case Calc. CSF TTL HWI TS ~

Comment
MN HE ¹

SH2 PG&E 1 ~ 699-3 6.446-6
BNL 1.650-3 2.651-6

SH3 PG&E 3.033-2 1.051-7 1.041-7 6.496-8 3.912-8
BNL 1.595-2 4.228-8 4 '82-8 3.511-9 3.831-8

1.053-9
4.639-10

SH4 PG&E 1.598-3
BNL 1.583-3

1.598-3
1 583 3)as SF1

SH5 PG&B- 1.740-3
BNL 1.674-3

6:446-6
2.651-6)as SG2

SH6 PG&E 1.598-3
BNL 1.583-3

1.598-3
1 583-3

SHA PG&E 1.598-3
BNL 1.583-3

1.708-3
696 3 ) as SFA

SHB PG&E 4.421-2
BNL 3.133-2

SHC PG&E 2.901-1
BNL 2.471-1

SHD PG&E 1.645-3
BNL 1.631-3

6.947-5

1.634-5 1.633-5
1.674-5 1.673-5

1.708-3
1.696-3 as SFA

6.496-8 1.626-5
3.511-9 1.673-5

1.315-8
1.274-8

SHE PG&E 5.312-2 6.947-5
BNL 3.995-2 6.756-5

SHG PG&E 1.708-3 1.708-3
BNL 1.696-3 1.696-3

* All of these conditional split fractions involve powers (>2) of unavailabilities whose
quantifications require convolutions of unavailability distributions. Since for audit
calculations BNL used point value approximation the BNL results should be considered as
lower limits of the correct (PG&E) values.
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Table 2.3d
Unavailability Values (Conditional Split Fractions) for

the Vital AC/DC System - Unit 2

Top
Event Case Gale. CSF TTL HW HWI HWD TS

Comment
MN HE ¹

BF BF1 PG&E 1.440-3 1.440-3 1.386-3
BNL 1.431-3 1.431-3 1.376-3

1.386-3
1.376-3

1.074-7
1.036-7

5.410-5
5.571-5

BG BG1 PG&E 1.440-3 1.440-3 BFl
BNL 1.431-3 1.431-3

BH

BG2 PG&E 1.476-3 2.930-6 2.775-6
BNL 1.471-3 2.105-6 1.952-6

BH1 PG&E 1.440-3 1.440-3
BNL 1.431-3 1.431-3

2.713-6
1.892-6

6.182-8
5.930-8

1.546-7
1.533-7

BH2 PG&E 1.476-3 2.930-6
BNL 1.461-3 2.105-6

BH3 PG&E 1.187-2 2.439-8 2.390-8
BNL 8.486-3 1.786-8 1.754-8

7. 794-9
2.603-9

1.610-8
1.493-8

4.884-10
3.262-10

*These conditional split fractions involve powers (>2) of unavailabilities whose quantification
re convolutions of unavailability distributions. Since for audit calculations BNL used
value approximation the BNL results should be considered as lower limits of the correct

E) values.
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'able 2.3e
Unavailability Values (Split Fractions and Conditional Split

Fractions) for the Instrument AC System
Top Events: Il, I2, I3, I4

Top
Event Case Cele. CSF HWI TS

Comment
MN HE ¹

I2

I11 PG&E
BNL

I12 PG&E
BNL

I21 PG&E
BNL

I22 PG&E
BNL

1.152-3
1.144-3

1.736-3
1.744-3

5.757-4
5.179-4

8.677-4
8.718-4

1.133-3
1.125-3

1.133-3
1.125-3

5.666-4
5.627-4

5.666-4
5.627-4

1.133-3 0.0
1.125-3 0.0

1.133-3 0.0
1.125-3 0.0

5.666-4 0.0
5.627-4 0.0

5.666-4 0.0
5.627-4 0.0

1.817-5
1.847-5

6.020-4
6.182-4

9.088-6
9.236-6

3.010-4
3.091-4

I23 PG&E 5.757-4
BNL 5.718-4

I24 PG&E 8.677-4
BNL 8.718-4

I4

I31 PG&E
BNL

I32 PG&E
BNL

I41 PG&E
BNL

I42 PG&E
BNL

1.152-3
1.144-3

1.736-3
1.744-3

5.757-4
5.719-4

8.677-4
8.718-4

1.133-3
1.125-3

1.133-3
1.125-3

5.666-4
5.627-4

5.666-4
5.627-4

1.133-3 0.0
1.125-3 0.0

1.133-3 0.0
1.125-3 0.0

5.666-4 0.0
5.627-4 0.0

5.666-4 0,0
5.627-4 0.0

1.817-5
1.847-5

6.020-4
6.182-4

9.088-6
9.236-6

3.010-4
3.091-4
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: Table 2.4
Vital 4.16kV Bus Loading

Plant Condition 4 '6kV Bus Operation
Diesel Operation

Start Load

Lose 500kV +
shed load

Lose 500kV +
230kV shed load

Stay on aux. transformer.

Stay, on aux. transformer.

No No

Yes No

Lose 500kV +
unit trip

Transfer to startup transformer. No No

Two 500kV Transfer to startup transformer,
breakers open + loads don't strip.
unit trip

No No

Unit trip + SI Transfer to startup transformer,
loads don't strip.

Yes No

SI (alone) Transfer to startup transformer,
loads don't strip.

Yes No

Unit trip + LOSP Transfer to diesel.
(all)
Unit trip + LOSP Transfer to diesel.
+ SI

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Loads:
s

~ 480 MCC*
~ Auxiliary Saltwater
~ Centrifugal Charging
~ Reciprocating Charging
~ Component Cooling Water
Safety Injection
Residual Heat Removal
Containment Spray **
Auxiliary Feedwater
Containment Fan Coolers* (MCC load)

Bus F
F
1
1

Bus G

G

2
2
3
2

Bus H
H

3
2
2
2
2
4

~ System used during normal operation.* These never trip (except containment fan coolers).** Load only if "P" (Phase B) signal is present.
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RESULTS OF THE BNL REVIEW

3.1 General

The unavailability analysis of the Electrical Power System in the DCPRA

was reviewed by BNL with an emphasis on completeness and adequacy in modelling
the electrical systems. In addition, to check for calculational
inconsistencies, all of the split fractions (w/o seismic) were recalculated
(audited).

3.2 Observations on the Unavailabilit Modellin of Electric Power S stem

The review of the Electric Power Systems resulted in the following
observations and questions.

3.2.1 Nonvital Electric Power S stem

1. The startup transformers (SU-ll and SU-12) are depicted in the nonvital
electric power system description (Figure D.2.1-1, Sheet 4) as somewhat

complex systems; e.g., transformer SU-11 has two cooling oil pumps and 25

cooling fans (powered via breaker 52-11D-23 from bus 11D 480V) as well as

radiators. They can carry only up to 60-70% of the load without cooling.
The analysis apparently neglected the unavailabilities due to failure and

maintenance of these subcomponents and the unavailability of the bus. As a

result, split fraction OG1 seems to be somewhat underestimated.

2. It is not clear if the switch yard/plant breakers (542 and 632) have

already been replaced by "seismic resistant" Hitachi breakers or not. If
not, their seismic contribution might be relevant.

3. Assumption 2 for quantifying Top Event OG states that failure events to
accomplish load rejection to house loads are included in the loss of power

initiator. How big is this contribution and how was it estimated2
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4. Block 3 shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 was not developed at the equation
level, It is said that it might be modelled as a recovery action if it is
needed. Please identify which power recovery action(s) includes it, if

any'.2.2

Vital 125V DC S stem

1. The DCPRA does not mention ground fault testing of the batteries.'his
'E

is performed at some nuclear plants as often as once per shift. Is there
a potential failure of loss of a vital dc bus due to operator error
associated with this test (e.g., push a dc bus trip breaker switch
instead of the ground fault test switch)7 Is there any potential to
loose a vital dc bus due to operator error during the operability tests
of the batteries required at each seven

days'.

Figure 2.1 as well as Figures 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 indicate a bus tie between

dc buses 11 and 12 (which might be in use during maintenance) ~ The

system analysis does not consider common cause failures between dc

trains. It is known however that a bus tie has the potential to
compromise the independence of the dc trains. Please explain the reason

for the omission of the bus tie from the unavailability model of the dc

system.

3a. It is not clear which are theWalues of the split fractions for top
events DF, DG and DH for station brownout (unit blackout) and blackout
initiators. After battery depletion (assumed in the dc power analysis to
be two hours) their values are 1, or is recovery assumed2~

3b. In modelling of the electrical recovery actions, the DCPRA states
(p.3-5-18): "based on the actual plant operation data, PG&E electrical
design personnel estimated an extended battery availability of more than
12 hours with no reduction in dc loads during a station blackout." In
the unavailability analysis of the diesel generator it was assumed that
they are unrecoverable after depletion of the dc batteries. Depletion
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time was taken to be 12 hours. Please clarify the consistency of the

assumptions used for battery depletion time in the DCPRA (2 hours or 12

hours) and its impact on accident sequences where battery depletion is
important (operation of turbine driven AFW pump, etc.).

4. The unavailability model does not reflect the following potential operator
failure that may occur when given a LOOP: the battery chargers are

automatically tripped and procedure requires that the battery chargers be

manually restored.

5. The analysis is tacit about a potential loss of air to the drawout breakers
on distribution panels 11 and 12.

3,2.3 Vital AC S stem Unit 1

1. The system analysis stated that the 4.16kV switchgear room needs cooling
(heavy equipment being used during normal operation) via cooling fans. The

unavailability modelling of the syst: em assumes that the 4.16kV switchgear
room does not require ventilation. The analysis seems to be contradictory.

2. The 480V switchgear room ventilation was considered so important that a top
event was dedicated to it (Top Event SV; not reviewed)„ Why was then the
"failure of fire damper" in the 480V switchgear room (a fairly infrequent
event) included in the top event'nalysis of the vital ac system and not in
that of the switchgear room2

3; Manual operation of malfunctioning 4.16kV feeder breakers was considered as

an acceptable recovery action for top events AF, AG, AH as well as SF, SG,

and SH in the case of all initiators except large and medium LOCAs. Why

was it not applied for the 12kV breakers, i.e., for top event HV/

4, The failures of the hardware (relays, electronics) associated with the
permissives (allowing/disallowing power source transfer) were not modelled.
Whys
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~ ~3.2.4 Vital AC DC S stem - Unit 2

The Unit 2 ac/dc system unavailability is modelled in the DCPRA as a

combination of the vital ac and dc systems of Unit 1 with the only difference
that Unit 2 components are substituted for the Unit 1 components. This

approach compels BNL:

1. to reiterate all the observations made in the previous two sections
(Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) also with respect to the Unit 2 vital ac/dc
system, and

2. to disagree on the assumptions made in the analysis about maintenance,

tests and human failure contributions to the total unavailability. This
latter item is detailed below.

The DCPRA apparently overlooked the fact, that throughout a time period
while Unit 1 is in operation, Unit 2 will have one refueling (and/or several
cold shutdowns). During a refueling (or cold shutdowns) the components of the

Unit 2 vital ac/dc system will be subjected to longer lasting scheduled

maintenance tests, required by Technical Specifications, etc. which can render
the various trains of the vital ac/dc system unavailable for protracted
periods of time. The contributions due to these scheduled maintenance/test:

activities to the total unavailability of the vital ac/dc systems is believed
to be not negligible. BNL assumes that each Unit 2 ac/dc train will be

unavailable at least for ten days as a minimum between consecutive refuelings
of Unit 1 (1.5 years); therefore, the lower limit of the unavailability of the

top events BF, BG, and BH would be:

10
1 5 365

1.862-2

This value alone is an order of magnitude higher than the majority of
conditional split fractions (BF1 through BH2) listed in Table 2.3d.

According to BNL, the conditional split fractions associated with the top
events BF, BG, BH should be requantified and their impact to the total core

damage frequency should be reevaluated before the truncation of the non-
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: leading sequences (i.e., for the non-reduced unavailability model of the
unit).

It is not clear to the reviewers why the seismic contributions were
neglected from the Unit 2 vital ac/dc systems unavailability analysis, while
they were considered rather important for the vital ac/dc systems of Unit 1.
The subject of the unavailability analysis of Unit 2 ac/dc system was not to
provide power recovery to Unit 1 by crosstying buses, but given a loss of
outside power, to provide power to the Unit 2 vital loads, particularly to the
auxiliary saltwater system. Seismic events can potentially disrupt the power
supplies to this system.

Assuming longer equipment outages and seismic contributions to BF, BG,

and BH, it seems that new sequences (due to a coupling of seismic and non-
seismic failures at Unit 1 and Unit 2) will appear and contribute to the total
core damage frequency. This expectation is based on the similar conditions
that arise when e.g., the swing diesel is in overhaul or the train associated
with BF is unavailable. These types of new sequences were neatly calculated
in the PG&E's diesel generator allowed outage time study.6 A similar
calculation here would also be beneficial.

3.2.5 Instrument AC S stem

1. The unavailability analysis of the Instrument AC System assumes no common

cause failures between the instrument ac system's channels. On the other
hand, the analysis calls attention to the condition that two or more
simultaneous instrument ac channel failures, in fact even one channel
failure, result in a reactor trip, i.e., instrument ac channel failures
represent a potential event initiator. Indeed, the DCPRA identified by the
Master Logic Diagram (MLD) method the "Loss of Instrument AC Power" as an
initiator category;
category and states

MLD-20. However, the DCPRA did not analyze this event
(see Table C.1-3 of DCPRA): "a failure mode and effect

analysis shows that failure of more than one- instrument channel is a low
frequency event and is not included as a separate initiating event." Table
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C.1-4 reiterates: "plant will be tripped by loss of RCP if more than one

instrument ac channel failure occurs. Random failure of more than one

passive system is extremely low frequency event and therefore is not
included as a separate initiating event. However, multiple failure of
instrument channels due to external causes (e.g., earthquake and 480V

switchgear ventilation) are addressed."

In order to check whether the DCPRA's claim about the negligible occurrence

frequency of multiple instrument channel failures is valid or not, the
reviewers looked at the results of a recent BHL study conducted on

inverter aging. According to this study, in the nine years from 1976 to
1984 (i.e., during 720 reactor years of operation) there were 42 reactor
trips that resulted from (multiple) inverter failures, i,.e , 058

trips/reactor year. From 1984 to 1986 (i.e., during 308 reactor years) 57

reactor trips occurred due to (multiple) inverter failures, i.e., 185

trips/reactor year (in both cases the majority of the trips occurred during
high power operation).

Each reactor trip has the potential for impacting safety because of the

additional equipment response and operator actions generally needed to
bring the plant to a safe and controlled condition. In the DCPRA the
reactor trip initiator, RT, and the associated event tree does not account

for events of the above type, since the RT event tree is not conditioned
for simultaneous guaranteed failure of more than one instrument ac channel.

The closest event tree involving simultaneous guaranteed failures of
instrument ac channels is the one associated with the initiator "Loss of
One DC Bus" with an initiator frequency; L1DC 3.32-2/year.

In order to make a rough estimate about the impact of the neglection of the
loss of instrument ac power initiator from the DCPRA model to the core

damage frequency, the simplest way is to increase the value of the L1DC

initiator, e. g., by the weighted average of the above reactor trip
frequencies, i.e., 0.96 trips/reactor year. Then, the new value of the
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initiator would be: L1DC - 0.96 + .0332 - .129/year and the associated

sequences would be multiplied by a factor of .129/.0332 3.89. (PG&E may

wish to perform a more accurate plant-specific Bayesian updating for the

loss of instrument ac power initiator and requantify the associated

(correctly conditional) event tree.)

As concerns reactor trips due to a single instrument channel failure it is
remarked on p.3.6-4: "credit was taken for modifications made to the units
to prevent certain types of transient events, such as reactor trip caused

by loss of certain instrumentation bus and safety injection actuation after
reactor trip or turbine trip due to overly sensitive instrumentation in the

main steam lines."

It would be very useful for PG&E to describe these'odifications and

indicate which part of the DCFSAR describes these modifications more

precisely.

2. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of causes of inverter failures for LER

events in the 1984-1986 period (figure is also taken from Reference 7).
One observes that 18% of the inverter failures were caused by personnel
error (made during unscheduled maintenance, test, etc.). Therefore, it
would seem that human error contributions should be included in the split
fractions of the instrument ac system.

3.3 Results of the Audit Calculations

In order to scrutinize the quantified values of the split fractions
themselves, BNL performed audit calculations for each of the split fractions
associated with each of the boundary conditions. Seismic split fractions were

not checked. The reason for the detailed audit was that these electrical
systems associated split fractions determine the support system event tree:
some of the fault trees because of their simplicity, were originally "hand

calculated" in the DCPRA. In the BNL calculations the SETS code and locally
generated PC software were used. In these audit calculations the same
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assumptions, input data, human error probabilities as well as maintenance and
~ ~

t!est frequency and duration values were used as in the DCPRA.

The results obtained by the audit calculations are presented in Tables 2.3a

through 2.3d. They are denoted by "BNL" to be compared with the values given
in the DCPRA (denoted by "PG&E").

By comparing the PG&E and BNL results, one can see that there is an overall
agreement between the data. The agreement is even better if one takes into
account that BNL used point estimates while PG&E used a Monte-Carlo approach

in the split fraction quantification.

3.4 Comments on the LOOP Initiator

concerning solar magnetic storms. This subject would not normally be a

concern in a PRA, however, the article includes a map which shows all of
California within a "high-potential" zone and includes a discussion with
specific examples that demonstrates a real threat to power grid integrity.
Based upon this article, BNL believes that PG&E should evaluate whether or not
this phenomenon would have an impact on the derivation of their LOOP initiator
frequency.

3.5 Conclusions

The BNL review identified several inconsistencies and omissions in the
unavailability modelling of the Diablo Canyon electrical power systems. The

inconsistencies resulted in several questions to be discussed with PG&E. The

combined results of the omissions (e.g... the neglection of scheduled
maintenance and required test contributions to the total unavailabilities of
Unit 2 ac/dc trains; the neglection of the initiator "Loss of Instrument AC

Power" ) may result in underestimation of the expected core damage frequency of
Unit 1.
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'ith this letter report BNL concludes its review of the system analysis
portion of the DCPBA.
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Percent of Failures

Unknown

Person ne
18

Wear
6

Elec. Transient
15

Overheating
10

Loose Connection
7

Other
8

Figure 3.1. Inverter failure causes (1984-1986 LERs).
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